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web to obtain buy or earn something he went to the shop to get some milk uk i think she gets about 40 000 a year we stopped on
the way to get some breakfast get web the meaning of get is to gain possession of how to use get in a sentence how do you
pronounce get usage guide web definition of get verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture
example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more web get is a very common verb especially in informal speaking
and writing get has many different meanings and is used in many idioms we use it less often in formal writing web get definition
1 to obtain or buy something 2 to go somewhere and bring back someone or something 3 to learn more web verb used with
object got or archaic gatgettinggot or gotten to receive or come to have possession use or enjoyment of to get a birthday present
to get a pension to cause web 3 days ago   get is used with expressions referring to states or situations for example to get into
trouble means to start being in trouble half the pleasure of an evening out is getting ready verb adjective perhaps i shouldn t say
that i might get into trouble verb preposition adverb web see get in the oxford advanced learner s dictionary check pronunciation
get definition of get verb in oxford advanced american dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar
usage notes synonyms and more web to receive or come to have possession use or enjoyment of to get a birthday present to get
a pension judaism to cause to be in one s possession or succeed in having web to get is a replacing verb it is a verb that replaces
another verb in a sentence but keeps the original verb s meaning for example with the verb to buy i m going to buy him a
computer for christmas can also be written i m going to get him a
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get english meaning cambridge dictionary Apr 09 2024
web to obtain buy or earn something he went to the shop to get some milk uk i think she gets about 40 000 a year we stopped on
the way to get some breakfast get

get definition meaning merriam webster Mar 08 2024
web the meaning of get is to gain possession of how to use get in a sentence how do you pronounce get usage guide

get verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage notes Feb 07 2024
web definition of get verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar
usage notes synonyms and more

get grammar cambridge dictionary Jan 06 2024
web get is a very common verb especially in informal speaking and writing get has many different meanings and is used in many
idioms we use it less often in formal writing

get meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Dec 05 2023
web get definition 1 to obtain or buy something 2 to go somewhere and bring back someone or something 3 to learn more

get definition meaning dictionary com Nov 04 2023
web verb used with object got or archaic gatgettinggot or gotten to receive or come to have possession use or enjoyment of to
get a birthday present to get a pension to cause
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get definition and meaning collins english dictionary Oct 03 2023
web 3 days ago   get is used with expressions referring to states or situations for example to get into trouble means to start being
in trouble half the pleasure of an evening out is getting ready verb adjective perhaps i shouldn t say that i might get into trouble
verb preposition adverb

get verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage notes Sep 02 2023
web see get in the oxford advanced learner s dictionary check pronunciation get definition of get verb in oxford advanced
american dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

get wordreference com dictionary of english Aug 01 2023
web to receive or come to have possession use or enjoyment of to get a birthday present to get a pension judaism to cause to be
in one s possession or succeed in having

how to use the verb to get in english exercise part 1 Jun 30 2023
web to get is a replacing verb it is a verb that replaces another verb in a sentence but keeps the original verb s meaning for
example with the verb to buy i m going to buy him a computer for christmas can also be written i m going to get him a
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